Software product line engineering aims at automatically deriving a family of software products from a common platform. Model-driven software engineering emphasizes using models as primary development artefacts. In many cases, the static structure of a software system can be automatically generated from static models such as class diagrams. However, hand-written source code is still necessary, either for specifying method bodies or for integrating the generated code with already existing artefacts or frameworks. This fact causes problems when developing software product lines in a model-driven way: Variability information needs to be kept consistent over a series of heterogeneous artefacts, including models and generated as well as hand-written source code.
INTRODUCTION
Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE) (Völter et al., 2006 ) is a discipline which receives increasing attention in both research and practice. It puts strong emphasis on the development of high-level models rather than on the source code. Models are not considered as documentation or as informal guidelines how to program the actual system. In contrast, models have well-defined syntax and semantics. Moreover, MDSE aims at the development of executable models. The resulting models are then transformed in a series of subsequent transformation steps (Frankel, 2003) into source code which can be compiled and executed on the respective target platform.
Ideally, software engineers operate only on the level of executable models such that there is no need to inspect or edit the actual source code (if any). In this sense, models are the code (now written in a highlevel modeling language). However, practical experiences have shown that language-specific adaptations to the generated source code are frequently necessary.
Object-oriented modeling is centered around class diagrams, which constitute the core model for the structure of a software system. From class diagrams, parts of the application code may be generated, including method bodies for elementary operations such as creation/deletion of objects and links, and modifications of attribute values. However, for user-defined operations only methods with empty bodies may be generated which have to be filled in by the programmer.
The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) (Steinberg et al., 2009 ) has been established as an extensible platform for the development of MDSE applications. It is based on the Ecore meta model which is compatible with the OMG Meta Object Facility (MOF) specification (OMG, 2015) . In EMF, for instance, only structure is modeled by means of class diagrams, whereas behavior is described by modifications to the generated source code. However, EMF is already tuned for efficient programming, as it demands for hand-written Java code for method bodies. Users are able to annotate the respective parts and the Eclipse Modeling Framework uses a code-merging generator to preserve these fragments on subsequent code generation steps.
Software product line engineering (SPLE) (Clements and Northrop, 2001 ) deals with the systematic development of products belonging to a common system family. Rather than developing each instance of a product line from scratch, reusable software artefacts are created such that each product may be composed of a collection of those artefactsthe platform. A variability model is used to capture commonalities and differences among different products. Feature models (Kang et al., 1990 ) are used to capture the commonalities and differences of members of a product line, while feature configurations describe the characteristics of a specific member thereof. Software product line engineering is divided into two levels. (1) Domain engineering is used to analyze the domain and capture the commonalities and variabilities in a feature model. Furthermore, the features are realized in a corresponding implementation. In model-driven software product lines, models represent the implementation at a higher level of abstraction. (2) Application engineering deals with binding the variability defined in the feature model and deriving concrete products. In SPLE, basically two different approaches exist to realize variability in the corresponding feature implementation: (1) In approaches based on positive variability, product-specific artefacts are built around a common core. During application engineering, composition techniques are used to assemble the final product using these artefacts. (2) In approaches based on negative variability, a superimposition of all variants is created. The derivation of products is achieved by removing all fragments of artefacts implementing features which are not contained in the specific feature configuration for the desired product.
Only recently the combination of the two disciplines model-driven engineering and software product line engineering has been addressed in research. While traditional approaches in software product line engineering only deal with source code and are often restricted to certain programming languages, this paper describes a conceptual generic extension for model-driven software product line tools based on negative variability. As stated above, model-driven software engineering requires to apply model transformations throughout the development process. In model-driven software product line engineering it is crucial, that variability information contained in the source model is added to derived fragments accordingly during domain engineering. Our approach allows for an automatic a-posteriori synchronization of the variability information. We provide a language allowing for linking elements of input and output models of a transformation, without explicit knowledge of the transformation itself. Based on these links, variability annotations are propagated. As a proof of concept, a corresponding implementation for the tool chain FAMILE is presented. This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we discuss related work in this research area. The software product line process and the tool FAMILE for model-driven software product line engineering are briefly sketched in Section 3. A motivating example is given in Section 4. Section 5 describes our approach of automatically propagating variability annotations to derived fragments in a generic way. In Section 6 the approach is applied on the motivating example, while a brief discussion is given in Section 7. The paper is concluded in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
The work presented in this paper provides a solution to synchronize variability annotations in SPL artefacts with an a-posteriori approach, i.e., being applied after actual model transformations have taken place. Our solution allows to transfer annotations completely independent of the transformation engine (without knowing the transformation specification or the specifics of the execution). Thus, only the input meta model and the output (meta model) are known. In particular, the approach is as generic as to support the use case of synchronizing the annotations in between models and derived source code. Manual implementations can be maintained incrementally in a source code model.
To the best of our knowledge, so far, only few research deals with solving the propagation of variability annotations as necessary in the SPL context:
In (Salay et al., 2014 ) the authors change the transformation semantics of graph-based M2M transformations. The lifted transformations support annotated input models and, thus, are able to integrate the annotations automatically into the output model. Although the provided lifting algorithm is not only successfully applied to in-place transformation of graph models but was as well used in an out-place transformation with a graph-based DSL (Famelis et al., 2015) , it still changes the transformation engine for its purposes. Furthermore, it expects the annotations to be specified in the model itself. Our approach, in turn, is independent of the underlying transformation in between the different models; rather it allows to specify corresponding model elements in a separate DSL. As a consequence, it supports the automatic propagation of annotations in between arbitrary instances of meta models, supporting even the annotation of plain text. Moreover, it works completely orthogonally to any transformation, hence, it clearly separates the concerns of variability propagation and model transformation.
Another approach, relying on an a posteriori evaluation of M2M transformation artefacts, is proposed in (Greiner et al., 2017) . The authors provide the means to transport tool-specific annotations from source to target models by evaluating a persistent ATL trace and the execution model of the transformation specification. In contrast to our solution, this work is dependent on evaluating the transformation execution and restricted to support only one (although wellknown) transformation language.
Both aforementioned approaches come with the drawback that the transformations are restricted to unidirectional batch M2M transformations. Still, manual modifications are often required in the derived products which can be annotated as well with our solution and can, moreover, be processed incrementally.
Supporting the lifting of source code into models (which is also covered with our solution) was presented in a tool-and framework-specific way in (Buchmann and Schwägerl, 2015) . The authors integrate manual implementations added to the generated source code into Ecore models which originally only contain structural aspects. To do so, the source code is discovered with the default MoDisco discoverer and method bodies which are not yet present in the Ecore model are transferred to the model and stored as EAnnotations. Thus, generating source code from the Ecore model in subsequent runs may integrate the method bodies. However, as the default MoDisco discoverer does not work incrementally, upon every synchronization step matching Ecore and Java AST elements have to be searched and already processed bodies may be processed again. Moreover, the solution does not allow to explicitly link source code fragments with variability annotations. Contrastingly, with our contribution it is not only possible to maintain a link in between a model element and its corresponding source code fragment stating the corresponding features; with the incremental discoverer, already processed and unchanged artefacts are not treated again being more efficient and productive.
On the whole, our contribution is unique with respect to propagating variability annotations in the SPL context completely independent of any transformation specification and execution. Moreover, we provide the means to keep models and their derived and generated artefacts consistently annotated in evolution processes.
MODEL-DRIVEN SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE ENGINEERING

Software Product Line Process
The contributions presented in this paper are embedded into a model-driven product line engineering pro- cess based on negative variability as shown in Figure 1. Typically, product line engineering distinguishes between domain and application engineering (Clements and Northrop, 2001; Pohl et al., 2005) . Domain engineering is dedicated to analyzing the domain and capturing the results in a model which describes commonalities and differences thereof. Furthermore, an implementation -the so called platform -is provided at the end of domain engineering. The platform is then used during application engineering to derive application specific products, i.e., instances of the product line. In our approach, domain and application engineering differ from each other also with respect to the required processes: Domain engineering requires a fullfledged development process, while application engineering is reduced to a simple configuration process, which is realized in a preferably automated way. The activities belonging to the entire engineering process are described below:
1. Analyze Domain. A feature model describing mandatory, optional and alternative features within the product line captures the result of the domain analysis. Typically, Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) (Kang et al., 1990) or one of its descendants -like FORM (Kang et al., 1998) -is used to analyze the domain. 3. Configure Features. In order to build a specific system with the reusable assets provided by the product line, features of the feature model have to be selected. The selected features constitute a feature configuration, describing the characteristics of the product configuration to be derived.
4. Configure Domain Model. According to the selection of features made in the previous step, the domain model is configured automatically. This is done by selecting all domain model elements which are not excluded by feature expressions evaluating to false. The result of this step is an application-specific configured domain model.
Please note that the activity Develop Multi-variant Domain Model comprises the phases Domain Requirements Engineering, Domain Design, Domain Implementation and Domain Testing, as described in the product line process proposed by Pohl et al. (Pohl et al., 2005) . In a model-driven software engineering process, the corresponding artefacts produced by these subprocesses are represented as models. This fact leads to the so called "filter/transform" dilemma: Assuming, that a M2M-transformation exists, which derives required artefacs from the multi-variant domain models, an initial approach would be to have variability annotations only on the source model and then call the filter operation for the source model in application engineering followed by a subsequent transformation to obtain the target product (and manually add extensions, e.g., method bodies in application engineering). However, this contradicts our requirement, that application engineering should be reduced to a pure and automatic configuration task. Thus, the transformation of the source multi-variant domain model must be executed in domain engineering and the variability information needs to be synchronized automatically with the derived target model(s). Consequently, in application engineering only an automatic filter operation to both, source and target models, is required (c.f., Figure 2 ). 
FAMILE: Tool Architecture
FAMILE (Features and Models in Lucid Evolution) is an EMF-based MDPLE tool chain that offers capabilities to capture commonalities and variabilities of a software family using feature models and to map features to elements of arbitrary EMF-based domain models, which contain the realization of those features. FAMILE has been developed itself in a modeldriven way, being based on several meta models. The feature meta model describes the structure of feature models and feature configurations, respectively, and F2DMM (Feature to Domain Mapping Model) is the meta model for mappings between features and realization artefacts (elements of the multi-variant domain model). Figure 3 shows the (meta) models involved in the tool chain. A feature model (Batory, 2005) consists of a tree of features. A non-leaf feature may be decomposed in two ways. In the case of an AND decomposition, all of its child features have to be selected when the parent is selected. In contrast, for an OR decomposition exactly one child has to be selected. In addition, our feature modeling tool complies with cardinality-based feature modeling (Czarnecki et al., 2005) . EMF Validation is used to check corresponding feature configurations against pre-defined consistency constraints (Heidenreich, 2009 ).
FAMILE's core component is an editor for mapping models (F2DMM), which is used to interconnect the feature model and the Ecore-based domain model. To this end, a mapping model consists of a tree of three different kinds of mappings, which are created by the tool transparently to reflect the tree structure of the mapped domain model:
Object Mappings refer to an existing EObject from the multi-variant domain model and reflect its tree structure using the Composite design pattern (Gamma et al., 1994) .
Attribute Mappings refer to the string representation of a concrete value of an attribute of a mapped object.
Cross-reference Mappings represent the applied occurrence of an object that is already mapped by an object mapping.
The connection between domain and feature model is realized by feature expressions specified with FAMILE's Feature Expression Language (FEL). A feature expression may be assigned to each kind of mapping and consists of a propositional logical expression on the variables defined in the feature model.
Once a valid feature configuration is provided, FAMILE may be used to derive the configured domain model by filtering all domain model elements decorated with feature expressions evaluating to false. During product derivation, repair actions are applied to ensure well-formedness (Buchmann and Schwägerl, 2012) . To this end, context-free consistency constraints are automatically derived from the used domain meta model. Furthermore, the SPL engineer may specify context-sensitive constraints using the textual language SDIRL (Structural Dependency Identification and Repair Language). A prominent example in literature on software product lines is a product line for graphs. Figure 5 depicts the multi-variant domain model of the graph product line. Following the model-driven approach, an object-oriented decomposition of the underlying data structure is applied: A Graph contains Nodes and Edges. Furthermore, it may contain a Search strategy and Algorithms operating on the graph data structure. For performance reasons, the data structure may be converted into an Adjacency list, to speed up certain algorithms. As the model depicted in Fig. 5 is the superimposition of all variants, the relation between nodes and edges is expressed in multiple ways: (1) In case of undirected graphs, an edge is used to simply connect two nodes, expressed by the reference nodes. (2) Directed graphs, on the other hand, demand for a distinction of the respective start and end nodes of an edge. This fact is expressed by two single-valued references named source and target, respectively.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
As stated above, common modeling tools typically allow for structural modeling and code generation from these models. Thus, the practical MDSE development process demands for a manual specification of an Operation's body by completing the generated source code. In the example, hand-written Java source code for all operations contained in the class diagram shown in Figure 5 has been supplied. A small cut-out of a method implementation for the class Search is shown in Figure 6 . In the corresponding UML model (c.f. Fig. 5 ), the Search class defines three Operations. Since code generation engines typically only create Java code for the method head, the body implementation depicted in Figure 6 needs to be supplied manually. In this case, the method implementation also contains variability as the corresponding references between nodes and edges are different depending on the presence or absence of the feature Directed in the current feature configuration. Please note that the level of granularity supported by FAMILE's variability annotations is arbitrary, ranging from single Java fragments, over statements, blocks, methods or even classes and packages.
As mentioned earlier, FAMILE supports the development of software product lines based on negative variability. Thus, when deriving specific products based on a concrete feature configuration, all fragments and artefacts which do not contain selected features have to be removed. Figure 7 depicts the situation that would occur, if only standard modeling technology without the mechanism described in this paper would have been used.
During Domain Engineering, the platform containing all variants is created. This can be done in a model-driven way using any Ecore-based model (in this case: Eclipse UML2) to describe the static structure of the software (contained in the Domain Model), invoking the code generator (Step 1 in Figure 7 ) and using hand-written Java code to specify the method bodies. The hand-written code is added to the generated one and then discovered into an Ecore-compliant AST model (contained in the Java Model, c.f., Section 5.1) in order to be able to use FAMILE for variability management on the source code fragments (Step 2). Please note that the FAMILE tool chain is orthogonal to any development tool, which allows for reusing existing tools in the model-driven software product line process. The variability information is stored in a separate model. Consequently, when invoking the code generation of the used modeling tool, the variability information is not contained in the source code, and thus, it is also missing in the discovered Java AST model. Furthermore, annotating for example an Attribute in the class diagram would require to annotate the corresponding field declaration and the respective accessor methods in the generated source code. In order to not confuse the user of the tool and to keep the annotation effort as small as possible, it is not a feasible solution to force the user to synchronize the variability annotations manually. During Application Engineering, when unused fragments are filtered from the multi-variant models, the corresponding target models are derived (Domain Model' and Java Model' respectively), depicted as Step 3 in Figure ? ?. In an ideal world, i.e. both models are in sync in terms of variability information, the user could invoke the automatic product derivation. However, reality is different: Some code merging generators (e.g., the EMF code merging generator) does not remove files. For example, an annotated class of the Ecore model was filtered during the derivation process but it is still present in the Java model. If the code generation for the Java model is invoked first, corresponding Java code for this class is generated which is not deleted on a subsequent run of the code generation. The same holds for operations: The EMF code generation requires that hand-written code is marked in order to preserve it during subsequent generation steps.
In case an Operation that has been extended with a hand-written body is filtered in the Ecore model, this mechanism prevents it from being deleted. In the following we describe a generic mechanism, which allows to automatically propagate variability annotations expressed by FAMILE's feature expressions to the discovered Java AST model.
PROPAGATING FEATURE EXPRESSIONS
Representing Source Code as a Model
As described in Section 3.2, our tool chain FAMILE can handle any Ecore-based models. To this end, any source code fragments that contain variability managed by FAMILE need to be represented as a model. The tool MoDisco (Bruneliere et al., 2010 ) offers a possibility to represent Java source code as an Ecorecompliant Java model. Unfortunately, the standard MoDisco discovery mechanism works in batch mode only, i.e., each time the source code is changed and the discoverer is invoked, the previous Java model is discarded and constructed from scratch. In order to preserve variability annotations that the software product line engineer might have added to the Java model, an incremental mode of operation is required.
To this end, we created our own discoverer which reuses the MoDisco Java model but works in a highly incremental way. In subsequent runs, the existing model is checked and only updates are propagated. In case of named elements, the detection of modifications and deletions is quite easy, as the context of the element can be analyzed. However, certain elements of the statement level do not have unique names in the AST. In this case, we exploit the Eclipse Java delta mechanism, which provides information about added and deleted elements of the Java AST. Unfortunately, this information is rather coarse grained. Thus, we decided to also implement a delta mechanism based on the Jaro-Winkler-distance calculation (Winkler, 1990 ). An Eclipse builder mechanism ensures, that a FAMILE project automatically runs our Java discoverer, once the source code has been changed. As a result, the discovered Java model, which contains variability information handled by FAMILE is always in sync with the source code.
The MSync Language
As our tool chain FAMILE is generic and is not specifically designed for a certain domain model, the solution needs to be generic as well. We implemented a mechanism, similar to the one which is used to preserve the consistency of configured domain models, as described in (Buchmann and Schwägerl, 2012) . A textual language, allowing to formalize consistency constraints for a given domain meta model and a propagation mechanism is used to propagate selection states, ensuring similar states for depending model elements.
In our solution, we adopted this mechanism to work on different meta models in order to propagate variability information from one model to another one. Thus, variability annotations in a domain model (e.g. in a class diagram) may be transferred to the corresponding generated source code artefacts, which are then also represented as an Ecore-compliant model instance as discussed in Section 5.1. Furthermore, the solution is generic inasmuch as no knowledge about the actual M2M transformation or the M2M tool is required. The relation between elements of source and target models is done based on the respective input and output models of the transformation.
To this end, we created a textual DSL called MSync, whose syntax resembles ATL (Jouault et al., 2008) . The language allows to formulate derivation rules, which indicate how model elements are expressed by corresponding derived artefacts.
The DSL allows to specify rules, which describe in a declarative way, how elements of the source model are mapped onto elements of the target model (1:n mappings).
Synchronize Variability Information
Please note that in our example we address derivation rules for a model-to-model (M2M) transformation between a UML model and a Java model. The Java model is discovered from Java source code, which has been generated by a M2T transformation applied to the UML model. This scenario reflects the common use case of extending source code generated from CASE tools in a practical MDSE process.
Listing 1 depicts a cutout for the mapping of UML class diagrams to a Java model, discovered from generated source code (created by the UML case tool Valkyrie (Buchmann, 2012) ). Please note that this rule file only needs to be specified once for each transformation tool and may be reused for any product line created with this specific tool. A relation between source and target elements is specified in a rule. Within a rule, a source element is related to one or many target elements. Lines 7-13 in Listing 1 depict the relation between UML packages and Java packages. Within the target block, attribute constraints are specified in order find matching pairs. In this case, the names of the packages need to be equal as well as the names of the corresponding parent packages. Similar rules are used for Classes (c.f., Lines 15-21), Interfaces, and Enumerations (not shown due to space restrictions). The rule that relates UML properties and corresponding Java source code fragments is shown in line 25: A single-valued UML property is mapped to a corresponding Java FieldDeclaration and two accessor MethodDeclarations. The rule for multi-valued properties is shown in line 40.
The rules specified in the MSync file are used by an interpreter, which requires also source and target model instances as an input. Based on the supplied source and target models, the corresponding F2DMM models are used to automatically propagate feature expressions for matching pairs of source and target model elements.
In the following Section, we demonstrate the use of the tool extension to the motivating example from Section 4.
EXAMPLE REVISITED
We now apply the approach presented in the previous section to the example given in Section 4. After the variabilities and commonalities have been captured in a feature model, we start to create a UML class diagram reflecting the static structure of our product line, as shown in Figure 5 . We add variability annotations to the corresponding model fragments with the help of FAMILE. After that, Java code is generated using the Valkyrie code generator. The supplied Eclipse builder ensures that now the Java discovery mechanism is started in order to create a Java model which reflects the generated code. After that, a corresponding F2DMM mapping model is automatically created for the new Java model, and the variability annotations specified for the class diagram are synchronized. After this automatic process, we begin to supply the method bodies, e.g., the one shown in Figure 6 . Please note that this method body also contains variability, so the corresponding statements also need to be annotated accordingly. After incorporating the changes, the build mechanism runs the incremental discovery mechanism again (triggered by a save operation) and our changes are propagated into the Java model. The newly added statements are now annotated with the respective feature expressions, while running the discovery mechanism retained the ones which were already present from the previous step. Please note that our mechanism supports an iterative work flow, i.e., the class model may be changed and code may be regenerated. After finishing the domain engineering step, products may be derived in application engineering. Figure 8 depicts cutouts of the F2DMM models for the class diagram (left-hand side of the figure) and the Java code (right-hand side of the figure) for a sample configuration. This configuration allows to generate a base graph with unweighted and undirected edges and a depth first search. When deriving the product, all heterogeneous artefacts contain the required elements to build a product complying to the feature selection specified in the feature configurations. Model elements and derived artefacts are in sync and the corresponding code generation engine of the Java model may be invoked (according to Figure  2 ).
EVALUATION
We successfully applied our approach to several product lines, which have been implemented by different tools. Besides the graph product line based on UML, we also created a graph product line based on Ecore class diagrams and the standard EMF code generation. Only a slightly modified MSync file (reflecting the code style of the EMF code generation) was required in this case. Furthermore, the approach was also used in a bigger case study dedicated to the also well-known literature example in the context of home automation systems (Pohl et al., 2005) . With the help of our approach, the manual annotation effort has been decreased significantly. Furthermore, it is ensured that annotations of domain model elements and the corresponding derived fragments are always in sync.
Our approach allows for a generic propagation of variability annotations in a model-driven software product line process. As the typical MDSE process involves model transformations, it is crucial to synchronize variability information contained in domain models to derived artefacts. As the tool FAMILE is orthogonal to the used MDSE tools, the variability information is stored in a separate mapping model. Furthermore, FAMILE only operates on the model level, and thus the source code which is the result of the final transformation step in MDSE needs to be represented as a model, too. Our declarative language MSync allows to specify rules relating model elements and derived artefacts, e.g., source code fragments. An interpreter is used to propagate variability annotations from domain model elements to the corresponding target model elements (e.g., elements of the discovered Java model in our example).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an innovative approach for keeping variability annotations of models and derived artefacts consistent in model-driven software product lines. This is achieved by rules specified in a declarative textual DSL, which describes relations between source and target model elements. We showed the feasibility of our approach with an example, where the DSL is used to specify dependencies between Ecore model elements and corresponding generated Java source fragments. The information is then used to propagate variability annotations declared in the Ecore model to the corresponding Java model which is obtained from the Java source code. Our approach ensures, that variability annotations are consistent over all models and their derived fragments during domain engineering, and thus, application engineering (i.e., the derivation of products from the product line) is a purely automated process.
Furthermore, we explained in detail how this approach provides a significant improvement in modeldriven software product line engineering (MDPLE): Since we use a generic tool chain for MDPLE, conceptual links between different models, e.g., an Ecore model and a corresponding Java model containing body implementations cannot be hard coded in the tool. In order to provide consistency between these types of models, the information stored in both of them has to be integrated using the approach discussed in this paper.
